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What’s Available NOW On

“Movie: Blood Brothers: Malcolm 
X & Muhammad Ali”
From director Marcus A. Clarke (“The 
Wizrd”) comes this documentary that uses 
archival footage to explore the relationship 
between the human rights activist and 
Nation of Islam leader and the three-time 
heavyweight champion, one that began with 
Ali’s conversion to Islam and ended with 
Malcom X’s split from the Nation. (ORIG-
INAL)

“Metal Shop Masters”
Tensions flare and sparks fly — literally — 
in this six-episode competition series that 
pits seven top welders in challenges ranging 
from one-of-a-kind barbecue grills to futur-
istic vehicles, with the final products judged 
on the basis of form and function. Stand-up 
comic and actor Jo Koy (“Mr. Iglesias”) is 
the host. (ORIGINAL)

“Movie: Kate”
When assassin Kate (Mary Elizabeth Win-
stead, “Smashed”) discovers she’s been poi-
soned after she blows an assignment, she has 
24 hours to exact revenge on the perpetra-
tors before the slow-acting substance can kill 
her in this thriller movie from director Ced-
ric-Nicolas Troyan (“The Huntsman: Win-
ter’s War”). Michiel Huisman and Woody 
Harrelson also star. (ORIGINAL)

“Lucifer”
The sixth and final season of this comedy 
finds the world unraveling without a God 
and Lucifer (Tom Ellis) at a loss as to what 
to do next. Lauren German, D.B. Wood-
side, Lesley-Ann Brandt, Rachael Harris, Ai-
mee Garcia and Kevin Alejandro also return 
for the series’ swan song. 
(ORIGINAL)
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Eagle Optical
3705 Midway Drive • Baker City

541.523.2020

Come and see us for all 
of your vision needs

• A great selection of frames to choose to 
get the look you want.

• We carry both regular and prescription 
sunglasses.

• In house repairs and special packages 
starting at $99

541-523-3673 | 541-963-3161
For more information
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